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Summary

The S&P500 index is expected to make a 
continuation high first and reverse in the last 
two days of October. If there is any pullback in
the early days of the week it will be bought by 
last week's shorts covering their losing 
positions.

Oil will struggle to move back close to last 
week's high area. A failure to make a new high 
above $53 could trigger  profit taking. 

$50.50 will be the key line to determine if oil 
will go down to test the $49-$48 zone. If it 
holds, our maximum target for the week is 
$54.50.  

GOLD lost its shine in the short-term market 
due to the US dollar rally. Losing the support at
$1300 gave a bearish outlook to the buyers. 
Any bounce that stays below $1300 will likely 
be seen by the former buyers as a chance to 
bail out of their positions. Selling on the 
bounces is the likely outcome this week.
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SP500 index (ES mini, and SPY):

LONG-TERM TREND DIRECTION: Up and bullish
Trade strategy: Buy 

The long-term uptrend from the year 2009 low keeps going. The cyclical bull market remains 
intact and strong.  But the overbought condition will increase the risk. However we are 
focusing our attention on the support – the yearly range breakout at 2485 (index) – and on our 
big impulse wave 5  target around 2645. Until we see a reversal signal, long-term investors will
be safer focusing on the buying side.

INTERMIEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: Up and Bullish
Trade strategy: Buy

The SP500 (ES) is alive again. It broke current short-term resistance line at 2550 and made 
new highs. The price is still in  sub-wave 3 of big impulse wave 5.  The top of the sub-wave 3 
could easily be around 2610-15 or higher. So far there is no sign of sub-wave 4 beginning. The 
tax reform legislation will strongly affect the intermediate-term market. If it passes quickly 
there is likely to be a small pullback on the news, followed by a continuation of the rally. 2400 
is major intermediate-term support. The weekly PMO gave a BUY signal last week, and we 
expect SP500 index (ES) will hold up despite any pullback.
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ES – SPY: SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION: Up and Bullish
Trade strategy: Buy on dip

The short-term momentum trend  was getting stronger in the last couple of days. The ES broke 
its narrow consolidation range and rallied further up to make  new all-time highs. The volume 
was decent and supported the rally. The outlook remains bullish. Last week we predicted the 
ES could reach 2575; it actually missed that price by two ticks. This week we could see ES 
continue going up early in the week and pull back later. 2575 will be Monday's option 
meanline. The Price could chop around that level, but every dip will be bought by shorts 
covering. 2545-40 will be a support zone. So far market sentiment is bullish. Any pullback will
not stop the buyers. 

Weekly Option 

2615 2017/10/25 2635 2017/10/28

Meanline 2575 2585

2520 2017/10/25 2500 2017/10/28
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2. Oil ($WTIC, CL) 

LONG-TERM TREND DIRECTION: flat  
Trade strategy: Sell

The long-term trend didn't change very much last week. The broad consolidation range remains
from $55 to 42.  The top of consolidation range likely limits the rally.   

INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: Up and bullish
Trade strategy: Buy 

There is not much change in the intermediate-term outlook. Oil price still is in the track of 
upside channel. The weekly PMO indicator still has a buy signal, the slow STO indicator turns 
up; both show the intermediate-term buying remains strong. $50.45 (July's high) will be a key 
line for completing the upside target at $54.50 area. A failure to hold up July's high could lead 
oil down to retest the $49-$48 area, which is the intermediate-term major support area. 
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Oil - SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION: Up and bullish
Trade strategy: Buy

Last Friday, oil bounced from the 20-day EMA line during intraday trading and closed above 
it. The daily PMO indicator has a lower high after it gave out a BUY signal last Monday. It 
indicates that the internal strength was not as strong as the last rally to September's high. The 
hold up could result from the expiration of the November oil contract on Friday. 

This week oil may pull back to retest last Friday's low or the $50 area early in the week and 
then bounce. $50.45 is a major support. As long as oil stays above $51, it will struggle to move
higher. A breach of the $49.50 support could trigger a stop run and push price down to re-test  
the broken long-term resistance line. But if we do have a substantial pullback, we will be 
looking for a big bounce around the $48 level. 
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3. GOLD (GC, GLD)

LONG-TERM TREND DIRECTION: Up and neutral outlook
Trade strategy: Buy

The Long-term momentum trend from the Year 2016 low is up, but the price was rejected by 
the six-year-long resistance line. 

INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: Up and neutral
Trade strategy: buy at $1250-$1225 area

GOLD doesn't look good. It has lost the $1300 support line. The weekly PMO indicator is 
headed for a crossover and may give “SELL” signal this week. The next major support area 
should be along the long-term declining tops trendline  near the 200-week moving average line 
(between $1250 and $1225). Depending on how Gold moves in the short term, we could see a 
big bounce from the $1250-$1225 area, if we get there, and if the slow STO indicator shows 
oversold, and in the PMO doesn't give out a sell signal. Lots of conditionals there. 
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Gold - SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION: down and bearish
Trade strategy: sell on bounce 

GOLD rally was disrupted by the strong US dollar last week. The longer-term indicators all 
turn neutral from bullish. The $1362 area could be the top for this year, which I mentioned in 
our QQ chat room the day GOLD made that high. Now in the short term GOLD is likely to 
retest the Oct.6 low at $1262 area or lower if US dollar keeps moving up before Gold can rally 
again. Even if gold does rally it will not last very long unless we see war break out somewhere 
in the world. Bomb North Korea; it's good for precious metals. 
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WEEKLY ECONOMIC REPORTS
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